The historical evolution of European swords can be understood by applying physical principles that must have been recognized empirically in antiquity. Here we show how rotational dynamics permits a quantitative evaluation of sword effectiveness and ease of use. Swords provide a historically important and familiar vehicle for teaching rotational dynamics concepts such as moment of inertia and centre of percussion.
Introduction and background
Today the sword (O.E. sweord = 'wounding tool') is of symbolic importance only, but remains a subject of fascination for a lot of people, judging by the number of European and North American historical societies that maintain websites upon the subject. To cater to modern-day enthusiasts there exist many sword manufacturers who reproduce these weapons (sometimes rather badly, due to ignorance of sword physics). A modern reproduction sword is designed to look attractive-it need not (and apparently does not) 'feel' right: compared to the functional weapon of past centuries, the reproduction seems clumsy and heavy, though it may have the same weight.
Swords arose during the Bronze Age, as daggers were lengthened into sharp-pointed thrusting swords. Bronze is too brittle for use as a cutting tool or weapon and so the broaderbladed cutting swords, with rounded tips, fully developed only during the Iron Age. The design of swords further evolved partially as a consequence of the gradual improvements in working iron. Steel was probably first developed in Anatolia at the end of the second millennium BCE; iron was worked by various processes (hammering and pattern welding 1 ) to produce a strong alloy containing 0.2-1.2% carbon. Further processing (quenching, tempering) yielded hard but not brittle blade edges. The best quality steel in Antiquity was the so-called wootz steel made in India. Produced by a complex process that was a closely guarded secret for centuries, wootz steel contained carbon that was uniformly distributed throughout the iron. From perhaps 500 BCE until 600 CE wootz steel was the world's finest; the Roman gladius short swords came to be made of it, as were the scimitars used during the expansion of Islam during the 6th century CE. The Indian technique spread to Damascus, or was reinvented there, and then to Moorish Toledo-both these cities became famous for their swordsmiths [1] .
These improvements in the materials from which swords were made led in turn to improvements in sword design. Pommels and cross-guards were added, towards the end of the first millennium CE, and so arose the familiar shape of cutting swords. See figure 1. Basic sword nomenclature is summarized in figure 2 . Stronger steel meant that blades could be made thinner, and therefore less heavy and easier to handle. Thinning was achieved via grooves (fullers) along the blade length. In fact the weight was redistributed, rather than saved, as the pommel (Latin 'little apple') became heavier; pommels were crucial to improved sword effectiveness, as we shall see.
From the 14th century CE European cutting swords developed in parallel with armour (swords grew larger-for example the German Zweihander), an arms race that apparently was won by armour. From the Renaissance period most swords became thin, ridged, rapiers designed to pierce chain mail armour by thrusting, not cutting. They could also be thrust into chinks in plate armour.
In this paper, we shall concentrate upon the cutting swords (figure 1), since these are the most instructive for the physics student. Mostly we shall be concerned with rotational dynamics and Newton's third law. Our goal will be to estimate the shock felt by a swordsman as his sword blade strikes a hard target. Crucial to our calculation is the centre of percussion. This concept (now widely applied in physics [2] but originally restricted to sword dynamics) was well known to Renaissance scientists. Galileo spent much time thinking about it, as did Mersenne and Huygens. We shall assume (except in section 2) that swords are rigid bodies, and so shall neglect vibration effects. Real swords do vibrate after striking a hard object, but these effects are small compared with the shock that results from the impulse that is imparted The distance from centre of grip to centre of mass (CM) is c; the distance from centre of mass to impact point is f. The impulse of magnitude P corresponds to a force F acting over a short interval t.
by the struck object. This impulse produces a reaction at the sword grip that is felt strongly by the swordsman.
Pause for a moment or two
Firstly, though, we shall look at the cross section of a cutting sword, and shall show, by calculating the area moment of inertia per unit mass 2 , how the fuller reduces weight without significantly reducing blade strength. By considering the more familiar (to physics students) moment of inertia we shall demonstrate the beneficial effects of a sword pommel.
A blow struck along the edge of a sword, as shown in figure 2, will cause the blade to bend and will impose shear stress upon it. The trailing edge will be in tension, whereas the leading edge will be compressed. In between lies a neutral axis (vertical dashed line in figure 3 ) which is neither stretched nor compressed. The area moment of inertia is defined as I A = dA x 2 , where x is the distance from the neutral axis to the element dA of cross-sectional area. Area moment of inertia is important in beam theory because bending stress, shear stress and beam deflection are all inversely proportional to I A . It is thus sensible for us to adopt I A as a measure of blade strength. In particular, we can obtain a quantitative measure of the effect of the fuller grooves by calculating the ratio of area moments of inertia for blades with and without these grooves. We can reasonably approximate the ratio of masses of the two blades (with and without grooves) by the ratio of cross-section areas.
In figure 3 we show a typical sword blade cross section, and an idealized model that is more convenient for calculation. From the model we find for the area moment of inertia, and cross-section area, for the blade with fullers, For the blade without fullers we replace b 2 by b 1 . Thus for realistic blade proportions a 1 :a 2 :b 1 :b 2 = 15:15:10:7 we find that the effect of the grooves is to reduce blade weight (cross section) by 20% while reducing blade strength (area moment of inertia) by only 8%. Ancient swordsmiths did not perform these calculations, of course, but instead learned empirically that their 'I-beam' blades with fullers were lighter without being significantly weaker.
With the sword dimension notation of figure 2 we can obtain a quantitative measure of sword effectiveness. Firstly we calculate the point of balance (centre of mass, CM):
Here we have assumed, for the ease of presentation, that the distribution of mass along the sword blade and grip is uniform, except for the pommel. Of course this is not exactly true, and it is straightforward to relax this assumption, but we wish here to emphasize the role played by pommel mass. Moment of inertia I about the centre of mass is
Thus the effect of the pommel is, unsurprisingly, to increase the CM moment of inertia. Let us suppose, for example, that the mass we saved earlier by constructing a blade with fullers is now added to the pommel. With r = 0.20 we find that sword moment of inertia is consequently increased by 28%. The increased inertia of the sword renders it more effective when striking a target. The moment of inertia of the sword about an axis that passes through the middle of the grip is found by applying the parallel axis theorem:
It is straightforward to show that, for realistic sword dimensions, I h is reduced by the redistribution of mass from blade to pommel. For r = 0.2 and h/s = 0.15 we find that I h decreases by 20%. Thus the sword with pommel and fullers will be easier for the swordsman to handle, since rapid manoeuvring of the sword requires rotation of the swordsman's wrist.
Again, ancient swordsmiths proceeded empirically and yet, over the centuries, by and large they did indeed redistribute sword mass from blade to pommel. Swords of 1000 CE may have been lighter than swords of 500 BCE due to stronger steel but, even if they were of the same weight, we see that the later weapon would have been easier to handle. 
Sword reaction: centre of percussion
The main result of this paper is derived in this section and the next. We shall determine the centre of percussion (CoP) of a sword, and the reaction force felt by the swordsman's arm. By definition [3] , the reaction force is zero when the target is struck by the sword at the CoP; if the strike is at any other point along the blade, then the sword arm will be jolted. Such jolts can be very strong, because the impulsive force of the target acting upon the sword is generally very large 3 -hence the historical interest in CoP. Given that the impulse force F (we shall assume the notation of figure 2 ) is large, and that the time t over which the force F acts to produce impulse P = F t is short, it is reasonable for us to neglect all other forces, such as gravity. During the interval t we assume that, in addition to F, there is a force F h due to the swordsman's hand acting upon the sword, as shown in figure 4 (top) . We can determine -F h (the reaction force of the sword acting upon the hand) by modifying an argument due to Cross [4] . Firstly, assume that the force of the sword grip upon the sword hand causes the hand to accelerate at a ratev h , so that
The constant of proportionality m a is not necessarily the mass of the swordsman's hand or arm. It depends upon these, but also upon the state of his arm muscles. If he strikes the blow with his sword while gripping his weapon very tightly, then we expect m a to be larger than it would be for a more relaxed grip. If v is the speed of the sword CM immediately after the impulse, then by considering the total force that acts upon the sword:
where m is the sword mass. v is related to v h via v h = v − cω so thaṫ
By considering the torque acting about the sword CM we find
Equations (4)- (7) contain five unknown quantities
We obtain immediately the location of the CoP: f CoP = I/mc. Substituting from equations (2) and (3),
The approximation applies for h s. Note that, neglecting h and with zero pommel mass, the sword reduces to a uniform rigid rod pivoted about one end. For this limiting case we locate the CoP at a distance 2/3 of the rod length from the pivot point; this is a well-known result [2] . For realistic swords with significant pommel mass, the CoP is somewhat closer to the tip.
Recall that the force felt by the hand is -F h so that, from (8) and figure 4, a sword blow struck at a point between the grip and the CoP will produce a sharp upward force against the swordsman's hand. A blow struck between CoP and sword tip will produce a sharp downward force. During a swordfight, the fighters will not be able to choose the optimum value for the impulse point f CoP . Instead, the sword blades will strike each other at different points. We can calculate the ratio |F h /F | averaged over all possible values of f, i.e. for impulse points all along the blade. This mean value |F h /F | f is found to be
and is plotted in figure 5 for typical sword dimensions, with different values of the mass ratio m/m a . Note that the mean reaction force decreases as pommel mass increases. We saw earlier that pommels aid sword handling and increase the effectiveness of a sword strike; here we see that the pommel also reduces the jolt felt by a swordsman when his weapon strikes. Also from (8) and figure 5 we see that |F h | decreases as m a decreases and so the swordsman feels less of a jolt if he holds his weapon with a relaxed grip, as might be expected.
Pivoting beams
It is instructive to determine the CoP differently, by considering the linear and angular momentum that is imparted to the sword and to the swordsman's arm as a result of the impulse P, as shown in figure 4 (bottom). The impulse at A causes the sword to rotate about its CM at C, and causes this CM to translate. We here consider the swordsman's arm to be a rigid beam that is independent of the rest of the body (for the duration of the impulse) attached to the sword at a pivot point B. This assumption reduces the problem to that of two rigid beams rotating about a common pivot [5] . The arm acquires an angular speed ω a relative to the sword, as shown in figure 4 , and a linear speed v a . We shall calculate ω a and show that it is zero if the impulse point coincides with the CoP. If the impulse imparts a CM speed v to the sword then the speed at B is given by v B = v − cω. Again, we adopt the notation of figure 2 for sword dimensions. The speed of the arm CM is v a = v B − aω a (from figure 4) and so By considering the moment about B we obtain
Here I a is the arm moment of inertia about B. By considering the angular momentum about A we obtain
Finally by considering linear momentum we obtain
Equations (11)-(14) contain four unknown quantities (v, ω, v a , ω a ). Solving for ω a we find
and so the arm does not acquire angular speed if the impulse is applied to the CoP (compare equation (8)). From (12) it is clear that linear speed v a is also zero when the impulse is at the CoP. We expect that v a →v h t as a → 0, from figure 4; from equations (4), (8), (12) and (15) we see that this is indeed the case.
Summary and conclusion
Swords remain a source of fascination long after they ceased to be of military significance. (There are some excellent and extensive websites that discuss sword historical development and sword reproduction [6] .) A great deal of empirical improvements in sword design occurred over many centuries, and the cutting swords of a thousand years ago handle better, and constituted more effective weapons, than either their predecessors or modern reproductions.
We have analysed what makes a sword effective, and found that the pommel plays an important role. This extra weight at the grip end of the weapon leads to a more effective strike with the blade, and to more manoeuvrability. Also, the pommel helps to reduce the jolt that is imparted to the swordsman when he strikes a target. The notion of centre of percussion arose from considering this jolt. Our analysis shows that the pommel influences CoP location, as does the presence of the swordsman's hand. We calculated the reaction force imparted to the swordsman, following an impulse applied to the blade, and also calculated the linear and angular momentum transferred to him through the sword. All these effects vanish if the impulse occurs at the CoP.
As an exercise in mechanics, we have seen that a careful consideration of forces is required; the same expression for sword arm reaction can be obtained more straightforwardly by calculating moments. The interested student may calculate the CoP via a third method. By assuming an elastic collision between sword and target, we can estimate CoP (equation (9)) and also the fraction of sword energy that is transferred to the target. Our analysis of swordplay provides an entertaining application of rotational dynamics, and serves to show how mechanics applies to a familiar and historically important implement. The student can appreciate that trial-and-error incremental improvements in sword design, obtained empirically over many centuries, can be investigated comprehensively and quantitatively using the tools of Newtonian mechanics.
